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Great for keeping track of Baby's schedule and health This 6"
x 9" notebook provides the perfect platform to keep track of
your Baby's days. The pre-lined pages are ready and waiting
to be filled! DETAILS: 150 Pages Crisp White Pages with a
Thick Cardstock Cover Keep track of doctors visits,
immnunizations, feedings and much more Record important
contact information such as your ob/gyn or paediatrician Each
log includes areas to record date, time, feeding as well as
activity and sleep information Dimensions: 6" x 9"
Physicist Philip Quine is plunged into a realm where greed
and personal gain reign supreme over science when he
unexpectedly becomes involved with Superbright, a project
conceived to protect the world from nuclear weapons.
Daily Tracker Made Especially for Twins! This journal was
designed by a twin mom for twin moms. Track everything for
your twins on one page! Unlike other twin baby logs, this
journal allows you to track both babies on the same page.
Twin moms are busy enough as it is without having to
duplicate information on two pages to keep track of the twins
feedings, diaper changes, naps, medicine, and activities. This
log is sized at 5.25 x 8 inches and will fit perfectly in your
diaper bag so you can bring it along with you. Leave it with
your twins babysitter, caregiver, daycare provider, or nanny
so they can fill it in each day. Each page provides you the
ability to record: Date and indication of which day of the week
for each page Time of feeding with space to indicate amount
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baby Time of each diaper change with space to indicate
whether it was a wet or dirty diaper for each baby. Time
medicine was given with space to indicate which medicine
and how much was given to each baby. Time for activities to
note nap time, tummy time, and any other activity you want to
track for each baby. A note section to track milestones,
visitors, doctor appointments, the weight and lengths of each
baby, immunizations, babies mood, and anything else you
wish to track. This journal is the perfect gift for a twin mom or
dad to document their life raising twins. It makes a great twin
baby shower basket filler and would be a great present to any
twin parent. This journal contains enough pages to track over
3 months worth of days. You can keep track of your twins
feeding schedule, track weight and length, and document all
your twins firsts milestones.
This Password book is designed to keep all your important
website addresses, usernames, and passwords in one secure
and convenient place.The Pages are arranged in alphabetical
order, so you can easily and quickly find what you are
looking!!Features: plenty of space: 120 pagesAlphabetized
pages Premium matte cover designPerfectly Sized at 6" x 9
Lists more than 80,000 rhyming words, including single,
double, and triple rhymes, and offers information on rhyme
schemes, meter, and poetic forms.
This is THE indispensable survival guide for soldiers,
preppers, hunters, hikers, and outdoor enthusiasts. Don't be
confused by other versions which may have a higher page
count. This version, published by Prepper Press, is complete,
updated, and unabridged. It comes in a larger, easier-to-read
8.5x11" size and it has been professionally formatted for
publication (no low-quality scanned pages). Written by the
U.S. Army for soldiers, The Official US Army Survival Guide
can be used by anyone in any part of the world. When
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equipment and unit members with them. However, there is no
guarantee it will be so. Soldiers could find themselves alone
in a remote area- possibly enemy territory-with little or no
personal gear. This manual provides information and
describes basic techniques that will enable individuals to
survive and return alive. You will learn: Psychology of
Survival Survival Planning and Survival Kits Basic Survival
Medicine Shelters Water Procurement Firecraft Food
Procurement Survival Use of Plants Poisonous Plants
Dangerous Animals Field-Expedient Weapons, Tools, and
Equipment Desert Survival Tropical Survival Cold Weather
Survival Sea Survival Expedient Water Crossings Field-
Expedient Direction Finding Survival Movement in Hostile
Areas Camouflage Contact with People Survival in Man-Made
Hazards Get this print version for easy reference and reading.
Kids Coloring Book contains 52 Capital letters and small
letters, animals and fruits for toddlers to color and have fun.
It's 8.5 × 11 inches, 106 pages. It allows to work on a single
side for an easy cut and display.
A stunning and provocative new novel by the
internationally celebrated author of The Blind
Assassin, winner of the Booker Prize. Margaret
Atwood’s new novel is so utterly compelling, so
prescient, so relevant, so terrifyingly-all-too-likely-to-
be-true, that readers may find their view of the world
forever changed after reading it. This is Margaret
Atwood at the absolute peak of her powers. For
readers of Oryx and Crake, nothing will ever look the
same again. The narrator of Atwood's riveting novel
calls himself Snowman. When the story opens, he is
sleeping in a tree, wearing an old bedsheet,
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friend Crake, and slowly starving to death. He
searches for supplies in a wasteland where insects
proliferate and pigoons and wolvogs ravage the
pleeblands, where ordinary people once lived, and
the Compounds that sheltered the extraordinary. As
he tries to piece together what has taken place, the
narrative shifts to decades earlier. How did
everything fall apart so quickly? Why is he left with
nothing but his haunting memories? Alone except for
the green-eyed Children of Crake, who think of him
as a kind of monster, he explores the answers to
these questions in the double journey he takes - into
his own past, and back to Crake's high-tech bubble-
dome, where the Paradice Project unfolded and the
world came to grief. With breathtaking command of
her shocking material, and with her customary sharp
wit and dark humour, Atwood projects us into an
outlandish yet wholly believable realm populated by
characters who will continue to inhabit our dreams
long after the last chapter.
Provides step-by-step instructions on tying five
hundred trout flies and offers information on tying
techniques, tools, and materials
As a meaningful manifestation of how
institutionalized the discipline has become, the new
Handbook of Translation Studies is most welcome.
The HTS aims at disseminating knowledge about
translation and interpreting to a relatively broad
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prefer user-friendliness, researchers and lecturers in
Translation Studies, Translation & Interpreting
professionals; but also scholars, experts and
professionals from other disciplines (among which
linguistics, sociology, history, psychology).
Moreover, the HTS is the first handbook with this
scope in Translation Studies that has both a print
edition and an online version. The HTS is variously
searchable: by article, by author, by subject. Another
benefit is the interconnection with the selection and
organization principles of the online Translation
Studies Bibliography (TSB). Many items in the
reference lists are hyperlinked to the TSB, where the
user can find an abstract of a publication. All articles
are written by specialists in the different subfields
and are peer-reviewed
Enjoy these all-new, beautifully unique coloring book
flower designs of varying intricacy from Cottage Path
Press! This gorgeous collection of 45+ relaxing and
whimsical images are designed to unleash your
creativity and inspire you to relieve your stress
through the simple joy of coloring flowers, bouquets,
wreaths, garden and home themed pages, patterns,
and more.
ABC's, First Words, Numbers and Shapes, Colors
and Opposites including a special note to parents.
Children will enjoy hours of learning fun in each
32-page bi-lingual book. All four books are designed
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preschool through early elementary school children.
Anagram Solver is the essential guide to cracking all
types of quiz and crossword featuring anagrams.
Containing over 200,000 words and phrases,
Anagram Solver includes plural noun forms,
palindromes, idioms, first names and all parts of
speech. Anagrams are grouped by the number of
letters they contain with the letters set out in
alphabetical order so that once the letters of an
anagram are arranged alphabetically, finding the
solution is as easy as locating the word in a
dictionary.
What Do You Call A Bear Without Teeth? A Gummy
Bear Crossword For Kids A brainteaser is a type of
riddle that makes one think outside the box. Some
brainteasers are easy, some are a little harder, and
some can really make you ponder for a while. Often,
when you finally hear the answer, you feel ignorant
or silly, because it should have been obvious to you.
However, brainteasers are fun. Therefore, we keep
testing ourselves and hoping we get better at solving
them. It's time to have some fun with this board
game with your family. This brain-bending collection
of the trickiest riddles for clever kids is packed with
hundreds of cunning conundrums and perplexing
puzzles that will keep kids guessing. The riddles are
accompanied with fun illustrations that add humour,
but won't give the game away. Book Details: Page:
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quality crisp white paper Cover: Uniquely designed
matte cover
Urban Raptors is the first book to offer a complete overview of
urban ecosystems in the context of bird-of-prey ecology and
conservation. This comprehensive volume examines the
urban environment, explains why some species adapt to
urban areas but others do not, and introduces modern
research tools to help in the study of urban raptors. It delves
into climate change adaptation, human-wildlife conflict, and
the unique risks birds of prey face in urban areas before
concluding with real-world wildlife management case studies
and suggestions for future research and conservation efforts.
Among researchers, urban green space planners, wildlife
management agencies, birders, and informed citizens alike,
Urban Raptors will foster a greater understanding of birds of
prey and an increased willingness to accommodate them as
important members, not intruders, of our cities.
Writers, game designers, teachers, and students ~this is the
book youve been waiting for! Written by storytellers for
storytellers, this volume offers an entirely new approach to
word finding. Browse the pages within to see what makes this
book different:
Basketball covers the epidemiology of basketball injury, the
physiological demands of basketball, preventive medicine,
pre-participation examination and special considerations to be
given to the young basketball player, and finally looks at the
'special' basketball player -- diabetics, asthmatics, epileptics,
etc.
Includes more than 40,000 entries and 50,000 definitions,
giving tips on spelling, confusable words, and usage.
A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers holds the
secret for the easiest method of bookkeeping in the industry.
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rentals. Whether you are a property manager, CPA,
accountant, QuickBooks consultant, or bookkeeper, this is the
book for you. You will learn how to pay less per unit as your
business grows by applying our method of property
management and bookkeeping. A QuickBooks Guide for
Vacation Rental Managers is ideal for the business manager
who: Wants to automate all financial reporting Wants their
business to be IRS audit proof Wants to save hundreds or
even thousands in training fees Is tired of the frustration and
stress of always being behind Needs to identify money
received from and paid to each property owner Needs to track
maintenance request Needs to track guest deposits and
rental amounts Needs to collect guest deposits, send
agreements, and track balances Wants flexibility in managing
guests, owners, documents, and accounting Recently
released book from Advanced QuickBooks Certified
ProAdvisor, Gita Faust of Tri State Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental
Managers is available in printed format. This is the only book
in the world that teaches an easier accrual and cash basis
accounting system for short term rental property management
businesses using QuickBooks. During tax time and year
round, real estate professionals everywhere have been
dreaming about an easier, faster method of doing their
company bookkeeping and now, with A QuickBooks Guide for
Vacation Rental Managers, they have it. The new vacation
property management manual, just like all the other books
before it, will teach property managers how to get their books
up-to-date and ready for tax preparation in the least amount
of time imaginable. They will easily stay current applying the
system to their day-to-day operations. Send an email to the
author with proof of purchase to access to tutorial videos and
receive a QuickBooks file customized with both Chart of
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The QuickBooks files are available for Australian, Canadian,
US, or UK versions of QuickBooks. As a QuickBooks property
management advisor, author, Gita Faust, takes the
guesswork out of entering and maintaining your financials by
providing concise, easy-to-follow guidelines. You will achieve
the results you want with minimal time and effort-and much
less stress By following the step-by-step instructions provided
in A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers, you
will be able to quickly run reports showing how much guests
owe you and how much you owe owners. Why pay hundreds
or thousands of dollars for this when you can now learn it and
do-it-yourself? The illustrated, step-by-step, hands-on manual
reveals the secrets of how accountants organize and record
transactions that are months or even years behind. A
QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers is designed
to save you time and money and keep your business books
up-to-date. The cash basis method of filing tax returns is the
most widely used method in our country and the lessons
learned will ensure that your business is IRS audit proof. Gita
Faust, of FastTracConsulting.com, has been an Advanced
QuickBooks Certified ProAdvisor since 1999 and is the only
ProAdvisor to write a series of books about QuickBooks
property and real estate management. Her firm is an Intuit
Premier Reseller of QuickBooks products and services. Gita
has used the very methods described in her manual herself
for over 30 years. Don't wait Start getting your business back
on track today.
Great number tracing practice for kids This fun book is a great
way for children ages 3 and up to learn their numbers (0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) while practicing fine motor skills.
DETAILS: 70 Writing Pages, Dimensions: 8" x 10"
No one knows more about survival than the U.S. Army. Its
field manual, encompassing all-climate, all-terrain tactics, is
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turf. This special edition for civilians is an essential
companion for campers and other lovers of the outdoors.
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this
pulse-pounding collection of three novella-length
tales that will keep even the bravest FNAF player up
at night... A string of bad luck you can't seem to
shake... for Angel, Hudson, and Sergio, it's an all too
familiar feeling. Repulsed by her spoiled stepsister's
lavish birthday party, Angel exacts a hasty and ill-
fated revenge. Hudson's young life is littered with
tragedy and broken dreams, but a well-paying
security job might just be all he needs to turn things
around. Sergio acquires a unique novelty toy that
instantly brings good luck, but is the toy really
leading him to happiness... or to a more monstrous
end? In this eighth volume, Five Nights at Freddy's
creator Scott Cawthon spins three sinister novella-
length stories from different corners of his series'
canon, featuring cover art from fan-favorite artist
LadyFiszi. Readers beware: This collection of
terrifying tales is enough to unsettle even the most
hardened Five Nights at Freddy's fans.
THE ORIGINAL US ARMY SURVIVAL MANUAL
(FM 21-76) Modern combat increases the likelihood
of your becoming isolated and having to find water,
food, and shelter for many days--even weeks--while
making it back to friendly forces. Small units fighting
in widely dispersed formations or on special
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be cut off than ever before. Large units traveling
great distances by air and sea make survival in
remote and desolate areas a real possibility for you.
The ability to evade the enemy and to escape if
captured, both basic requirements of the soldier's
Code of Con duct, demands every survival skill you
can master. The chances of being exposed to such
an emergency are always present, especially when
traveling, so survival techniques should be a part of
your basic soldiering skills. This manual has been
written to help you acquire these skills. It tells how to
travel, find water and food, shelter yourself from the
weather, and care for yourself if you become sick or
injured. This information is first treated generally and
then ap plied specifically to such special areas as
the Arctic, the desert, the jungle, and on the ocean.
Individual skills such as map reading, using a
compass or other directional guide, scouting and
patrolling, camouflage, first aid, sanitation, personal
hygiene, and night vision provide a good foundation
on which to build further survival skills. You should
have a good general knowledge of them already, so
they are repeated in this manual only as they apply
to survival specifically. You can remain alive
anywhere in the world when you keep your wits. This
is a major lesson in survival. Remember that nature
and the elements are neither your friend nor your
enemy --they are actually disinterested. Instead, it is
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nature work for you that are the deciding factors.
CONTENT OF THE BOOK: Chapter 1.
INTRODUCTION Section I. General Individual and
group survival III. Health and first aid Chapter 2.
ORIENTATION AND TRAVELING Section I.
Navigation Selecting your route on the ground
Chapter 3. WATER Section I. General
considerations Finding water Chapter 4. FOOD
Section I. General considerations Vegetable foods
III. Animal foods Chapter 5. FIREMAKING AND
COOKING Section I. Firemaking Cooking wild food
Chapter 6. SURVIVAL IN SPECIAL AREAS Section
I. General considerations Cold weather areas III. In
jungle and tropical areas In desert areas At sea
Chapter 7. HAZARDS TO SURVIVAL Appendix
REFERENCES Index
Baby LogbookPeach Stripe Tracker for Newborns,
Breastfeeding Journal, Sleeping and Baby Health
NotebookCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
***** CLICK THE AUTHOR NAME "BUZZYBEEZ
PUBLICATIONS" FOR MORE ACTIVITY BOOKS
***** Fun animal word search puzzle book for kids.
This activity book has a fun collection of animal
wordsearch puzzles as well as blank sketchbook
pages so your little ones can draw & sketch the
animals they find, making it even more fun! This will
help reinforce their spelling, help to encourage and
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skills whilst providing hours of enjoyment. There are
15 different word searches with solutions at the back
of the book. There are a total of 60 + pages, which
include the puzzles, sketchbook paper, and
solutions. Order Yours Now!
Baby's Daily Log Book This record log is perfect for
new parents and nannies. Large 8.5 Inches By 11
Inches,110 pages. Includes Sections For: Date Feed
(time, food and amount) Diapers (time, poop, pee)
Sleep and naps (duration and time) Activities
Shopping List Click on "look inside" to get familiar
with the cute interior. This makes a perfect birthday
or Christmas gift for new parents, baby showers gifts
and new moms and dads who use nannies often.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than
thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free
State—and having at the end of that time been
kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained,
until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853,
after a bondage of twelve years—it has been
suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Recreational marijuana peeks the interest of
everyone who partakes or imagines themselves in
partaking. The prevailing emergence of legalized
marijuana across every community in America,
whether medicinal or recreational, exposes the youth
of our nation to the many health risks and social
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young people under 25. Teens and young, college-
age adults might benefit from having a mutual
platform upon which they can stand together,
recognizing a cognitive framework and role model, to
unite and dedicate their resolve to study hard and
work hard during their educational years: MR
CANNABISrc is here! Parents of teens, and even
adults of all ages, might want to make the MCrc
Cannabis Catechism Handbook accessible in the
home to nurture vital conversations about
recreational drugs and alcohol use to their kids, or
just for informative entertainment as they also might
pledge to partake in a responsible manner. Teens
and Young Adults of all ages will be equally
entertained, however practically informed, by the
messages from MR CANNABISrc. FYI...The
subscript RC stands for: Responsible Consumption
of Recreational Cannabis. The MCrc Cannabis
Catechism handbook focuses its messages to Teens
and Young Adults under 25, stressing the critical
health risks and the many reasons why to "WAIT
TILL 25!" for all recreational drug and alcohol use. In
the end, MR CANNABISrc delivers to all Mankind
the TEN COMMANDMENTS for Responsible
Consumption of the Cannabis Plant, announcing the
First Commandment to be the most important one of
all: "PLEDGE!" "WAIT TILL 25!" MR CANNABISrc is
a ficticious character and a divine prophet sent by
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about the vices and virtues of the cannabis plant.
The MCrc Cannabis Catechism is a small, practical
handbook about the subject matter at hand and
stages a timely grand entrance into today's modern
society, plagued with social ills and trials for a
correct conscience regarding the moral and
responsible consumption of recreational cannabis.
From Parents to Kids...from Kids to Parents...each
directs a moral message to one another--one that
promotes morality and moderation in
consumption...and another message that inspires
parents and teens to nurture vital conversations
around the American Family dinner table concerning
the use of recreational marijuana.
Created by a twin mom, this is a must have for twin
parents and caregivers. When you have twins, it's
more important than ever to get organized. A daily
baby log will help you to keep a record of your twins'
care and to help you keep thingsstraight in the
exhausting early days, weeks, and even months with
newborn twins. The babycare log is perfect for
moms, caregivers, and even makes a great gift. This
baby care journal will help you track each twins' day
and makes a great record for you to share with
doctors or other caregivers. The baby care journal
includes spaces to record: * Feeding Times &
Amounts. There is space for both breast and bottle
feeding. With extra space because twins eat often! *
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keep a running count. * Sleep & Nap Times. Track
the start and end times of baby's naps and sleep. *
Tummy Time. Include the start and end time. *
Medications. Keep a record of medication, dosage,
and time given. * Notes. A fun place to record any
milestones or things you want to remember. You'll
find enough pages to record 3 months of daily care
for twins.
Gonzo journalist and literary roustabout Hunter S.
Thompson flies with the angels—Hell’s Angels, that
is—in this short work of nonfiction. “California, Labor
Day weekend . . . early, with ocean fog still in the
streets, outlaw motorcyclists wearing chains, shades
and greasy Levis roll out from damp garages, all-
night diners and cast-off one-night pads in Frisco,
Hollywood, Berdoo and East Oakland, heading for
the Monterey peninsula, north of Big Sur. . . The
Menace is loose again.” Thus begins Hunter S.
Thompson’s vivid account of his experiences with
California’s most notorious motorcycle gang, the
Hell’s Angels. In the mid-1960s, Thompson spent
almost two years living with the controversial Angels,
cycling up and down the coast, reveling in the
anarchic spirit of their clan, and, as befits their name,
raising hell. His book successfully captures a
singular moment in American history, when the biker
lifestyle was first defined, and when such
countercultural movements were electrifying and
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journalism, writes with his usual bravado, energy,
and brutal honesty, and with a nuanced and incisive
eye; as The New Yorker pointed out, “For all its
uninhibited and sardonic humor, Thompson’s book
is a thoughtful piece of work.” As illuminating now as
when originally published in 1967, Hell’s Angels is a
gripping portrait, and the best account we have of
the truth behind an American legend.
Baby's Daily Logbook: Eat Sleep And Diaper Tracker
Created and designed by a mom to help new
parents track and monitor baby's progress by using
this easy to fill logbook. A must-have gift for new
moms that will not only help you track your baby's
feeding and sleep time but also have all the
information handy for baby's pediatrician visits. Here
is why you should consider this journal above others:
Unique simplistic design Very easy to fill tracker for
mom, dad, grandparents or nannies Track baby's
sleeping time, feeding time, poop or pee time
Special pages to record doctor visits and medication
Important contacts pages Blank lined note pages for
taking notes or shopping list Pages for immunization
tracking Example page showing you how to use the
tracker 110 duo sided print solid white pages Matte
softbound cover 8" X 10" Dimensions: Perfect size
for your purse, tote bag, desk, backpack, home or
work Designed in the USA
Provides breeding distribution information for each of
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the species, a range map, descriptive text and
graphs with nesting habitat information, and a
timeline chronicling each bird's breeding phenology
and migratory status in Arizona.
This 6" x 9" notebook provides the perfect platform
to keep track of your Baby's days. The pre-lined
pages are ready and waiting to be
filled!DETAILS:120 PagesCrisp White Pages with a
Thick Cardstock CoverKeep track of doctors visits,
immunizations, feedings, and much moreRecord
important contact information such as your ob/gyn or
pediatricianEach log includes areas to record date,
time, feeding as well as activity and sleep
informationDimensions: 6" x 9"
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